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An experiment performed on the early implementation of the GAMMASPHERE array to populate th
high-spin states in133Ce has revealed the presence of several rotational structures with energy spacing
DEg;100 keV. Some of these bands exhibit a backbend at\v;0.6 MeV and are observed to high rotational
frequencies—\v;0.85 MeV. These characteristics are very different from those observed for any oth
rotational bands in this mass region. The properties of these new structures will be discussed within
framework of cranked Strutinsky-Woods-Saxon calculations. Currently, these bands are thought to be base
triaxial nuclear shapes.@S0556-2813~96!05708-1#

PACS number~s!: 27.60.1j, 23.20.Lv, 21.10.Re, 21.60.Ev
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is now well established in the massA;130 region that
rotational structures with large differences inb2 andg de-
formation parameters coexist within the same nucleus. T
transitionalA;130 nuclei, lying above theZ550, and be-
low the N582 shell closures are predicted to haveg-soft
cores@1–4#. Consequently, the nuclear shape can be sta
lized at different specificg values by the occupation of dif
ferent high-j quasiparticle orbitals@5#. The shape driving
effects of these quasiparticles are highly dependent upon
position of the Fermi surface within the shell. When the s
face is at the bottom of the shell, prolate shapes,g;0°
~Lund convention@6#!, will be favored, while oblate shapes
g;260°, are preferred when the Fermi surface lies at
top of the shell. Thus, for cerium isotopes with neutron nu
berN.74, the occupation of low-V h11/2 quasiproton orbit-
als have the opposite gamma-driving effect on the nucl
core to the high-V h11/2 quasineutron orbitals. In the
N575 andN577 cerium isotopes, which possess significa
triaxiality (g;230°) in their low spin yrast states@7,8#, the
rotational alignment of bothp(h11/2)

2 and n(h11/2)
2 quasi-

particles are predicted to occur at similar rotational frequ
cies. The rotational alignment of these pairs of high-j in-
truder orbitals is expected to strongly influence the nucl
shape. In addition, at high excitation energies and spins
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existence of superdeformed structures corresponding to c
lective rotations of a strongly deformed prolate shap
(b2;0.4) have been known for several years in nucl
around mass 130, e.g,@9,10#. Three such bands have bee
recently identified in58

133Ce75 @11#. This offers an excellent
opportunity to study the phenomena of shape coexistence
these nuclei.

In this paper we present new results for the133Ce
isotope obtained with the early implementation of th
GAMMASPHERE spectrometer array situated at th
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Six new rotation
structures with energy spacings ofDEg;100 keV have been
observed, some of which exhibit a backbend at\v;0.6
MeV and extend to high rotational frequency (\v.0.85
MeV!. These newDEg;100 keV bands possess similar dy
namic moments of inertia to a known rotational band i
133Ce @7# which has a measured transitional quadrupole m
mentQt.2.3e b @12#. This value is markedly different from
those measured for the prolate superdeformed bands in
nucleus,Qt57.560.8 (b250.4160.4) @13#. The properties
of theseDEg;100 keV bands will be discussed within the
framework of cranked Strutinsky-Woods-Saxon calculation

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

High-spin states in133Ce were populated via the116Cd
(22Ne,5n) fusion-evaporation reaction at a beam energy
120 MeV. The beam, provided by the 88-in. Cyclotron at th
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, was incident upo
two 500mg cm22 self-supporting116Cd targets. Coincident
gamma rays emitted during the decay of these high-sp
states were detected with the early implementation phase
the GAMMASPHERE array which, for this experiment, con
sisted of 31 large-volume~75-80 % efficient! HpGe Comp-
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614 54K. HAUSCHILD et al.
ton escape-suppressed detectors@14#. Approximately 1.5
3109 events were recorded with a suppressed Ge-fold> 3.
These data were unpacked into doubles and sorted in
standardEg12Eg2 matrix. Using the triples data, the133Ce
reaction channel was enhanced by demanding that on
theseg rays was an uncontaminated low-lying transition
133Ce. The remaining two coincidentg rays were then incre
mented into anEg12Eg2 matrix. The unpacked triples da
were also sorted into anEg12Eg22Eg3 RADWARE cube
@15#.

III. RESULTS

Using a variable-spaced lattice search analysis@16# per-
formed on the present133Ce gated matrix, six new weakl
populated rotational sequences with energy spacings
DEg;100 keV have been extracted, in addition to the th
superdeformed bands reported in@11#. These bands hav
been assigned to133Ce from observed coincidence relatio
ships with known low-lying transitions@7#. Examples of
g-ray spectra for these new structures are presented in
1 and 2, which are the result of all possible combinations
double gates on the members of each band from a R
WARE cube. The cascade shown in Fig. 1~a! has been re-
ported previously in Refs.@7# and @17#. The remaining rota-
tional bands, triaxial bands 2–7, are new. The main fea
common to these bands is the relatively large transition

FIG. 1. Spectra obtained as a result of all possible combinat
of double gates on the members of~a! triaxial band 1 and~b! tri-
axial bands 2 and 3 within a Radware cube. In~a! the low-lying
transitions of133Ce are marked by an asterisk, while those tran
tions observed in coincidence with band 1 and thenh11/2 band are
labeled in italics. In~b! triaxial band 3 is labeled in italics and th
768.1 keV transition in triaxial band one is indicated by an. All
transitions are labeled in keV.
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ergy spacing,DEg;100 keV. Furthermore, some of th
bands exhibit a backbend at\v;0.6 MeV and are observed
to high rotational frequency,\v;0.85 MeV. These charac
teristics are very different from those of the superdeform
bands reported in this mass region and consequently
DEg;100 keV bands are expected to have a somewhat
ferent structure.

The intensities of theDEg;100 keV bands relative to the
total population of133Ce have been estimated using sing
gates from double coincidences to be;10% for band 1,
;2% and;1.5% for bands 2 and 4, respectively, an
;0.5% for bands 3, 5, 6, and 7. With the exception of ba
1, these bands are populated with intensities very simila
those of the superdeformed bands observed in this nucl
An intriguing feature is that even with the high selectivi
available from the high-fold data of the GAMMASPHER
array it has not proved possible to either, confirm the ex
ence of the decay paths linking band 1 and the low-lyi
states indicated in Ref.@7# or, to determine any other definite
decay path from this band. This is surprising given the inte
sity of this band (;10%) and leads us to believe that th
bandhead of this sequence may be an isomeric state. H
ever, transitions with energies 832, 847, 934, and 1177 k
have been observed in coincidence with band 1 and the l
lying yrastnh11/2 band~labeled B1 in Fig. 3!, and it may be
possible to link these into the level scheme at a later date
has also not been possible to observe transitions linking

ions
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e

FIG. 2. Spectra obtained from a Radware cube as a result o
possible combinations of double gates on the members of~a! tri-
axial bands 4 and 5,~b! band 6, and~c! band 7. In~a! the transitions
of band 5 are marked in italics and the 644.1 keV transition
triaxial band one is indicated by an. All transitions are labeled in
keV.
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54 615TRIAXIAL BANDS IN 133Ce
FIG. 3. Predominant decay paths between the newly discoveredDEg;100 keV bands and the previously known low-lying states
133Ce. Transition energies are given in keV. The right part shows the lower portion of the level scheme, while the left-hand side disp
the extension of these bands up to the highest observed states.
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other DEg;100 keV rotational bands to the normal de
formed states. Consequently, the excitation energies, sp
and parities of states in the bands are not known. Howev
the primary decay paths of the newly discovere
DEg;100 keV bands into the previously known low-lying
states are shown in Fig. 3. Assuming that the lowest o
served state in band 1 is theI527/2\ bandhead~see discus-
sion in Sec. IV A! and that the unseen linking transition
between band 6 and the band labeled B2 in Fig. 3 also c
tribute ;4\ to the total spin, then bands 3 and 6 are o
served up to approximately spin 99/2\ and 93/2\, respec-
tively. In obtaining this estimate it was also assumed that
in-band transitions are stretched E2’s. Although it has n
proved possible to perform a directional correlation~DCO!
analysis for these bands from the GAMMASPHERE da
because of insufficient statistics detected at 90° relative
the beam axis, the intensity ratiosI (136°,57°)/I (57°,136°)
have been extracted for band 1@7# indicating theDI52 na-
ture of the in-band transitions. The otherDEg;100 keV
bands have also been assumed to beDI52 bands. An excel-
lent example of shape coexistence is therefore exhibited
133Ce, with theDEg;100 keV bands competing in intensity
excitation energy and spin with the superdeformed bands
-
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IV. DISCUSSION

The newDEg;100 keV bands reported in this work are
the first of this type to be observed in the mass 130 regio
At the present time both the uniqueness of these structure
133Ce and the rather large number of bands observed ma
it difficult to assign configurations. If detailed searches
existing data sets were to establish the occurrence of sim
bands in neighboring nuclei, then it could be possible
invoke blocking arguments to facilitate the configuration a
signments. However, at present it is only possible to interp
the current findings using the results of total Routhian su
face and cranked Woods-Saxon calculations for133Ce. These
calculations predict that at low frequencies,\v,0.23 MeV,
the yrast minimum atb2;0.18 andg;230° corresponds to
the valence neutron occupying the@514#9/22 orbital; see
Fig. 4~a!. This configuration has been previously assign
@7# to the low-lying nh11/2 band. The negative parity band
built on the 23/22 state, labeled B2 in Fig. 3, has been a
signed anh11/2^ p(h11/2)

2 configuration, while the positive
parity band, labeled B3, built on the 15/21 level was as-
signed a nh11/2^ ph11/2^ pg7/2 structure @7#. Cranked
Woods-Saxon calculations performed with pairing fo
133Ce using the deformation parametersb250.18 and
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616 54K. HAUSCHILD et al.
g5230° support these configuration assignments.

A. Triaxial band 1

A n i 13/2^ p(h11/2)
2 structure has been previously asso

ated with band 1 in133Ce @7#. However, it is difficult to
reconcile this configuration assignment with the contem
rary data that exists in this mass region on rotational ba
built upon then i 13/2 intruder orbital. In particular, rotationa
bands have been observed in131,132,133Ce which are though
to based onn i 13/2, n( i 13/2)

2, and n( i 13/2)
2n f 7/2 configura-

tions, respectively, with deformations measured to
b2.0.4 @18,11#. The different behavior of theJ (2) moment
of inertia of the133CeDEg;100 keV band compared to th
n i 13/2 superdeformed bands in the Ce isotopes shown in
5 suggests a somewhat different high-j configuration for this
band.

To resolve the configuration assignment for band 1
133Ce total Routhian surface calculations for this nucle
were performed for the four lowest (p,a) combinations.
These calculations predict veryg-soft oblate/triaxial minima
with b2;0.19,g;270° to290° which are yrast or, nea
yrast, for all (p,a) configurations in the rotational frequenc

FIG. 4. 133Ce total Routhian surface calculations with the o
neutron occupying the lowest (p,a)5(2,2 1

2) orbital. ~a!
v50.117 MeV/\ and ~b! v50.234 MeV/\.

FIG. 5. A comparison between the dynamic moments of ine
of triaxial band 1 and then( i 13/2)

n bands in131,132,133Ce.
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range 0.23<\v<0.45 MeV; see Fig. 4. This minimum is
associated with an(h11/2)

3 configuration. The alignment of a
pair of high-V quasineutrons would be expected to exert
strong g-driving force upon the nuclear core inducing
shape change fromg;230° for the nh11/2 band to
g;280° for the three quasineutron band. Indeed, crank
Woods-Saxon calculations performed with pairing and t
deformation parameters associated with thenh11/2 configura-
tion (b250.18 andg5230°) predict an(h11/2)

2 alignment
at \v;0.3 MeV. To determine whether then(h11/2)

3 con-
figuration corresponds to band 1 a comparison between the
experimental and theoretical alignment gainsD i x for the
n(h11/2)

2 crossing needs to be made. As stated above, t
alignment has a strongg-driving effect on the core and the
complication of a suitable reference arises. However, sin
all the low-lying structures are based on ag5230° nh11/2
configuration the only choice available is to use
g5230° reference. Therefore, when making a comparis
between the theoretical and experimentalD i x the different
g-deformations of the structures involved must be taken in
account.

The experimental alignment for triaxial band 1 is pre
sented in Fig. 6 as a function of rotational frequency. Th
plot was produced using Harris parameters ofJ0521.9\2

MeV21 andJ1511.1\4 MeV23, obtained by fitting levels
above the 19/21 state in thenh11/2^ ph11/2^ pg7/2 side
band, with ^K&55/2. It was also assumed that the lowe
observed state in triaxial band 1 hasI527/2\. From these
data, the experimental alignment gain for triaxial band
relative to thenh11/2 band has been deduced to be approx
mately 11\.

Cranked Woods-Saxon calculations performed with a r
duced pairing,Dn8(v)50.73Dn(v), and the deformation pa-
rametersb250.18 andg5230° predict a gain in alignment
of ;4.5\ for then(h11/2)

2 crossing, whileD i x;8.0\ is pre-
dicted withb250.18 andg5280°. In addition, the shape
change will also affect the contribution to the aligned angu
momentum of the 75th neutron, occupying th
@514#9/22a521/2 orbital. Therefore, the total alignmen
gain expected for then(h11/2)

2 crossing, in conjunction with
the associated shape change, isD i x;7.5–11.0\. From the
reasonable agreement between theory and experimen

dd

rtia

FIG. 6. Experimental alignment for triaxial band 1 and th
nh11/2 band in 133Ce are plotted as a function of rotational fre
quency. The alignment of both signatures of the side band 1
133Ce, the reference band, are also shown. The filled points indic
ing the states over which the Harris parameters were fitted.
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54 617TRIAXIAL BANDS IN 133Ce
structural assignment ofn(h11/2)
3 is proposed for triaxial

band 1. The gradual alignment ofs1/2 andd3/2 neutron pairs
are thought to be partially responsible for the smooth
crease in the alignment of triaxial band 1; see Fig. 6.

A mean transitional quadrupole momentQt.2.3 e b has
been measured for band 1@12#. For nonaxial symmetric
shapes the intrinsic quadrupole momentQo is related to the
transitional quadrupole momentQt by

Qo5
A3Qt

2cos~g130°!
~1!

and the value of the intrinsic quadrupole moment is rela
to the ellipsoidal deformation parameterb2 by

Qo5
3

A5p
ZRo

2b2S 11
1

8
A5

p
b21

5

8p
b2
21••• D . ~2!

From these relationships the quadrupole deformation for
axial band 1 has been extracted to beb250.18, using
g5280°, in good agreement with the predictions of t
total Routhian surface calculations for th
(p,a)5(2,21/2) three quasineutron structure further co
roborating then(h11/2)

3 configuration assignment to thi
band.

B. Triaxial bands 2 and 4

Both bands are observed to primarily depopulate into
axial band 1~see Fig. 3! and consequently their structures a
believed to be closely related to that of this band. It has
been possible to determine the ordering of the 882 dou
and the 892.4 keV transitions in band 2. Therefore the
sumption has been made that there is a monotonic increa
transition energy with increasing spin. Furthermore, th
transitions are also believed to be E2’s from the similarity
their intensities and the detector geometry.~The majority of
the detectors in the early implementation phase of GAMM
SPHERE were positioned at forward and backward ang
favouring the detection of E2’s over M1’s.! Band 2 is there-
fore suggested to have (p,a)5(2,21/2). The similarity of
the behavior of bands 2 and 4 leads to the speculation
these bands are signature partners. This implies that the
seen transitions in each of the decay paths between ban
and 1, indicated in Fig. 3, total an odd value of spin. T
experimental alignments of bands 2 and 4 relative to tria
band 1, obtained using the Harris parameters given in S
IV A and ^K&55/2, are shown in Fig. 7. The alignment gai
for triaxial bands 2 and 4 relative to band 1 have been
tracted to beD i x;4.0\ and;3.2\, respectively. It was as
sumed the unseen linking transitions in each decay path f
band 4 to band 1 contribute 3\. A spin of 41/2\ is therefore
assigned to the lowest observed level in band 4.~An align-
ment gain of;1.2\ would be extracted for band 4 if th
linking transitions contribute only 1\. This would be in con-
flict with the earlier speculation that bands 2 and 4 are s
nature partners.!

In order to try and identify the nature of the particl
aligning at\v;0.45 MeV, cranked Woods-Saxon calcul
tions have also been performed with pairing atb250.18 and
g5280° for protons. These calculations predict the alig
in-
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ment of pairs ofd5/2, g7/2, and h11/2 protons at\v.0.6,
\v.0.65, and\v.0.6, respectively. Unlike thed5/2 and
h11/2 quasi-proton alignments, theg7/2 alignment has almost
no shape driving effect on the nuclear core atg;280°.
However, the protond5/2 alignment tends to drive the core
shape fromg;280° to g;2120°, and the alignment of a
pair of low-V h11/2 protons has the oppositeg-driving effect,
preferring g;230°. Cranked Woods-Saxon calculations
performed atb250.18 andg52120°, with pairing, predict
the d5/2 crossing to occur at;0.55 MeV, while similar cal-
culations performed atg5230° predict theph11/2 align-
ment to occur at the lower rotational frequency of\v.0.4
MeV. It is therefore thep(h11/2)

2 alignment that is currently
thought to result in the population of triaxial bands 2 and
from triaxial band 1. The rotational alignment of a pair o
h11/2 protons is predicted to contribute;6–8.8\ to the
aligned angular momentum, depending on the degree ofg
deformation. However, the change ing deformation
(g5280°→230°) associated with thep(h11/2)

2 crossing
causes the contribution to the aligned spin of then(h11/2)

3

quasiparticles to be reduced by;5.0\. This results in an
effective alignment gain ofD i x;1.0–3.8\ for the ph11/2
protons, in reasonable agreement with the experiment valu
The 5 quasiparticle structuren(h11/2)

3
^ p(h11/2)

2 has there-
fore been tentatively assigned to triaxial bands 2 and 4.

C. Triaxial bands 3 and 5

A feature common to both triaxial bands 2 and 4 is a ban
crossing at\v;0.6 MeV resulting in the population of tri-
axial bands 3 and 5, respectively~see Fig. 3!. This backbend
is more easily seen in Fig. 7, and is thought to arise from th
alignment of a pair ofg7/2 protons. Theg7/2 proton alignment
has littleg-driving effect on the core at theg-deformation at
which bands 2 and 4 are thought to reside, name
g;230°. The alignment gain atg;230° associated with
the g7/2 crossing is predicted to be;5.0\, in good agree-
ment with the experimental value ofD i x;4.3\. The triaxial
bands 3 and 5 are therefore tentatively assigned the 7 qua
particlen(h11/2)

3
^ p(h11/2)

2
^ p(g7/2)

2 structure.

D. Triaxial band 6

The principal decay path of this band feeds into th
nh11/2^ p(h11/2)

2 side band and therefore triaxial band 6 is

FIG. 7. Experimental alignment for triaxial bands 1–5 in
133Ce are plotted as a function of rotational frequency. The Harr
parameters used to obtain this plot wereJ0521.9\2 MeV21 and
J1511.1\4 MeV23.
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618 54K. HAUSCHILD et al.
expected to have a configuration based on this structure.
absence of any signature splitting observed for t
nh11/2^ p(h11/2)

2 side bands suggests that this configuratio
has a near prolate shape (g;0°), since the signature split-
ting due to the odd neutron is expected to fall to zero at th
g deformation. Paired Woods-Saxon calculations perform
with b250.18,g50° indicate that band 6 could be built on
then(h11/2)

2
^ ns1/2^ ph11/2

2 structure. Again, the occupation
of an additionalh11/2 neutron orbital is expected to drive the
nucleus fromg;0° towardsg;230°, resulting in a mini-
mum at deformation parameters similar to those at whi
bands 3 and 5 are believed to reside. In view of the behav
exhibited by bands 3 and 5, a backbend could be expec
and is indeed observed, to occur in band 6 at\v;0.6 MeV.
The similarity of the alignment of band 6 and triaxial band
3 and 5, see Fig. 8, suggests the backbend observed in b
6 is also due to the alignment of a pair ofg7/2 protons. A
configuration of n(h11/2)

2
^ ns1/2^ p(h11/2)

2
^ p(g7/2)

2 is
therefore proposed for band 6 after the observed backbe

E. Triaxial band 7

Band 7 is observed to primarily depopulate into the po
tive parity low-lying nh11/2^ ph11/2^ pg7/2 side band and is
therefore thought to be related to this structure. The occu
tion of the favouredh11/2 andg7/2 quasiproton orbitals blocks
both of theh11/2 andg7/2 proton alignments discussed abov
Again, this configuration is thought to be prolate because
the lack of signature splitting ofnh11/2^ ph11/2^ pg7/2 side
bands. Therefore, cranked Woods-Saxon calculations w
pairing have been performed for both protons and neutron
b250.18 andg50° in order to determine the structure o
band 7. These calculations suggest that triaxial band 7 co
be based on then(h11/2)

2
^ ph11/2^ ns1/2^ pg7/2 5 quasipar-

ticle configuration.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, seven rotational structures with energy sp
ings of DEg;100 keV have been observed in133Ce. The
most intensely populated of these bands, band 1, has b
tentatively assigned an(h11/2)

3 configuration. Bands 2 and 4

FIG. 8. Experimental alignment for triaxial bands 3, 5, and 6
133Ce plotted as a function of rotational frequency. The Harris p
rameters used to obtain this plot wereJ0521.9\2 MeV21 and
J1511.1\4 MeV23. For bands 3 and 5̂K&5

5
2 was used, while

^K&5
1
2 and an initial spin of492 was used for band 6.
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which feed into band 1, are suggested to be built on eith
signature of the relatedn(h11/2)

3
^ p(h11/2)

2 configuration. A
p(g7/2)

2 alignment is currently thought to be responsible fo
the backbend observed in bands 2 and 4 at\v;0.6 MeV
resulting in the population of triaxial bands 3 and 5, respe
tively. The backbend observed in band 6 at\v;0.6 MeV is
also believed to be due to the alignment of a pair ofg7/2
protons. A configuration ofn(h11/2)

2
^ ns1/2^ p(h11/2)

2

^ p(g7/2)
2 is therefore proposed for band 6 after the ob

served backbend, while band 7 is tentatively assigned
n(h11/2)

2
^ ns1/2^ ph11/2^ pg7/2 structure. However, the ex-

act nature of these bands is still an open question. The
servation of similar structures in neighbouring nuclei will b
crucial in order to aid firm configuration assignments to a
the bands.

Finally, it is interesting to note that at high rotational fre
quency the total Routhian surface calculations predict th
there are weak noncollective oblate minima (g;160°) for
all (p,a) combinations; see Fig. 9. This leads to the spec
lation that these minima are associated with the comple
alignment of the spin vectors of the particles making up th
various triaxial configurations. An experiment on a large a
ray may enable the terminating states for some of these str
tures to be observed. This would provide the first opportun
to study such ‘‘soft band’’ termination outside theA;110
region @19#. Recent calculations by Afanasjev and Ragnar
son @20# also indicate that a new region of ‘‘soft’’ termina-
tion should exist aroundZ557–61 andN572–79.
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FIG. 9. 133Ce total Routhian surface calculations with the od
neutron occupying the lowest (p,a)5(2,2 1

2) orbital.
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